
Monday 6th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To include the prefix –un in 
a riddle.



What do all of these words
have in common?

unhappy uncover

unkind unable

They all begin with the prefix ‘un’.



What does the prefix ‘un’ mean?

unhappy

uncover

unkind

It means ‘not’ or the opposite of something. 

Not happy

To take a cover 
off something

Not kind



Can you add ‘un’ to the beginning of 
these words to make new ones?

comfortable

fair

certain

Can you write a sentence for each of the ‘un’ words?



Add one of these ‘un’ words to 
complete each sentence:

It is                       to eat too much chocolate.

It is                       to call people names.

At Christmas, I                       my presents.

I was very                      when my friend moved schools.

unhappy unkind unhealthy unwrap

1)

2)

3)

4)



Recap: What is a riddle?

A riddle is a group of sentences which 
describe a noun without saying what it is. 
The reader has to guess what the riddle is 
about.

Read the examples of riddles about different 
habitats on the following slides. A habitat is 
an area where certain animals live.





desert





Arctic 





rainforest



Now in the next example, spot the adjectives 
with the ‘un’ prefix. 



You will usually find widely spaced scattered trees.
It is hot all year round, but rainy in the summer.
Sunlight reaches the ground in the day.
There are unusual plants and grass all about.
Lions, hyenas and leopards are unfriendly because they 
feed on warthogs, cattle and impalas in this habitat.
For a human, it may be very unsafe.
The hot weather may also make it uncomfortable.
But the scenery is unbelievable.
Where is this?



A savanna



Now it’s your turn to write a riddle about a 
habitat. Choose a habitat from the following 
slides. Read the information to help you write the 
riddle. 

Your riddle should have eight sentences about the 
habitat and end with another sentence saying 
‘Where is this?’ It should also include at least 
three of the ‘un’ prefix words on slide 25. Use the 
success criteria and word mats on slide 26 to help 
you too.



The North and South Pole
• extremely cold.

• The north is in the middle of the Arctic Ocean.

• Greenland, the world's largest island is also close 

to the north.

• The south is in the Antarctica.

 Lots of snow and ice

 receive very little energy from the sun in the 

summer and none in the winter. 

 The south is land surrounded by sea; 

 the north is a sea surrounded by land. 

 In the south, enormous amounts of penguins, 

leopard seals and whales. These animals eat fish 

and krill. Krill eat mostly plankton - tiny plants 

living in the cold waters. 



Tundra
 on land and not covered in ice 

 cold

 snows a lot during winter

 found in Alaska, Canada, Russia, Greenland, 

Iceland, and Scandinavia

 found mostly in the north.  

 looks snowy and lifeless in winter, but in the 

summer months the snow melts and reveals 

grassy meadows and small quick growing 

shrubs

 no trees

 reindeer, wolves, snowy owls and more live 

here



Evergreen forest
 just outside the North Pole 

 Canada and northern Europe and Russia

 Has the most trees- mostly conifers which 

can survive cold winters 

 leaves on the trees stay green all year

 animals eat seeds, grass and soft leaves 

 Animals like the hare survive the winters by 

burrowing underground and eating soft 

stems

 the Canada lynx eats the hare



Seasonal forest
• Found in Europe, Africa, South America, North 

America, Oceania and Asia.

• Some of the trees in these regions are evergreen 

(green all year)

• Most trees have leaves that change colour and 

drop in winter. 

• Weather changes each season

• plants and animals need to be able to survive in 

warm and cold conditions. 

• Large mammals eat leaves and deer 

• Owls eat fish, frogs, mice, rabbits, insects, snakes 

and even other smaller birds.



Grassland
• Found in Europe, Africa, South 

America, North America, Oceania and 

Asia.

 Extremely warm

 Lots of plants and grass

 No trees because its too dry and 

animals eat the plants

 Massive fires

 some rainfall

 Animals include gazelles, zebras, 

rhinoceroses, wild horses, lions, 

wolves,



Desert
 Found in Africa, South America, Oceania 

and Asia.

 driest places on Earth. 

 many of them are hot 

 not much water, rains once a year

 cacti plants- When it rains, the roots absorb 

tons of water into the plant. 

 Some insects eat plants that contain water

 many animals like the fennec fox are only 

active at night when the air is less dry and 

it’s cooler.

 Reptiles like snakes live in deserts too.



Tropical rainforest warm, bright, and wet. 

 rains daily. 

 The largest rainforest is the Amazon in South 

America. 

 Found on the islands such as Borneo, New 

Guinea and Indonesia. 

 plants grow so thick that very little light 

reaches the ground surface

 Soft leaves and fruit can be found in the 

trees 

 Many animals like the flying lemur have 

found ways to travel from one treetop to the 

next without having to travel across the 

ground by swinging, jumping, flying, or 

gliding 



Oceans
 There are five on Earth

 In between Asia, Africa, Europe, North and 

South America and Oceania.

 cover most of the surface of the Earth 

 largest habitat 

 Sea grasses and weeds grow in the sea bed 

 Lots of plants called algae and plankton 

 Fish, whales, sharks, turtles and more

 Contains saltwater

 Water can be freezing cold, medium 

temperature or very hot.



Adjectives with the ‘un’ prefix

Unafraid
unusual
unfriendly
unbelievable
uncomfortable
unsafe
unfamiliar



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include three adjectives with the ‘un prefix’.

• Include plural endings such as ‘s’ and ‘es’ (more than one).

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Most Accessible Challenge

Fill in the gaps with the correct ‘un’ prefix adjectives.

Lions, hyenas and leopards are _______ here.
For a human, it may be very _______.
The heat may make it ________.
The wild animals make it _________.
There are lots of _________ plants and grass.
Where is this?
Unusual    unfriendly    unsafe   uncomfortable unfamiliar 



Tuesday 7th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To include the suffix ‘ing’ in 
a riddle.









Recap: What is a riddle?

A riddle is a group of sentences which describe a 
noun without saying what it is. The reader has to 
guess what the riddle is about.

Read the example riddle about a habitat on the 
following slide. A habitat is an area where certain 
animals live. 

Can you spot any ‘ing’ suffix words in the riddle?



These are the driest places on Earth. 

Many of them are boiling hot. 

Rain comes pouring down once a year.

When it rains, cacti plants spend time absorbing tons of 

water into their roots. 

Some insects like eating plants that contain water. 

Many animals like spending the day hiding like the 

fennec fox who is only active at night, when the air is 

less dry and temperatures are lower.

Reptiles like sidewinder snakes are also living in this 

habitat.

Where is this?



desert



Now it’s your turn to write a riddle about a 
habitat. Choose a habitat from YESTERDAY’S 
SLIDES. Read the information to help you write 
the riddle. 

Your riddle should have eight sentences about the 
habitat and end with another sentence saying 
‘Where is this?’ It should also include at least four 
of the ‘ing’ sufffix words. Use the success criteria 
and word mats to help you too.





Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include four words with the ‘ing suffix’.

• Include plural endings such as ‘s’ and ‘es’ (more than one).

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Most Accessible Challenge 

Fill in the gaps with the correct ‘ing’ suffix.

These places are _________ hot.

Rain comes _______ down once a year.

When it rains, cacti plants spend time _______  water into their roots. 

Some insects like ________ plants that contain water. 

Many animals like ________ the day _______ like the fennec fox.

absorbing    boiling    spending   pouring eating  hiding



Wednesday 8th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To punctuate place names 
correctly in a riddle. 





Recap: What is a riddle?

A riddle is a group of sentences which describe a 
noun without saying what it is. The reader has to 
guess what the riddle is about.

Read the example riddle about a habitat on the 
following slide. A habitat is an area where certain 
animals live. 

Can you spot any place names? How are they 
punctuated?



This place is warm, bright, and wet. 

Over here, it rains daily. 

The largest one is the Amazon in South 

America.

These habitats are found on the islands such as 

Borneo, New Guinea and Indonesia. 

Plants grow so thick that very little light reaches 

the ground.

Soft leaves and fruit can be found in the trees.

Many animals like the flying lemur have found 

ways to travel from one treetop to the next 

without having to travel across the ground by 

swinging, jumping, flying, or gliding.

Where is this?



Tropical rainforest



Now it’s your turn to write a riddle about a 
habitat. Choose a habitat from MONDAY’S 
SLIDES. Read the information to help you write 
the riddle. 

Your riddle should have eight sentences about the 
habitat and end with another sentence saying 
‘Where is this?’ It should also include at least 
three place names found on the information 
slides. Use the success criteria to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include three place names correctly punctuated.

• Include words with the ‘ing’ suffix.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Earth   Sahara   Africa    South America     
Oceania    Asia

It is found in _______, _______ ________, _________and _________.

These are the driest places on _________.

One of them is called the ________ Desert.

Most Accessible Challenge

Fill in the gaps with the correct place names



Thursday 9th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To use and spell common 
exception words correctly in a 

riddle. 



A common exception word is a word that does not 
follow common spelling patterns. It is a tricky 
word to spell.





Fill in the gaps with the correct common exception word from below. 

1. _____ was amazed at what he saw in the rainforest.
2. Will it _____ raining in the seasonal forest this month?
3. _______ really enjoyed the fresh fish from the ocean.
4. Lions, hyenas and leopards_______ found in the savanna.
5. I read a book which ______ the weather is dry and hot in the 

desert.
6. The teacher ________ that grasslands grow lots of plants.



Recap: What is a riddle?

A riddle is a group of sentences which describe a 
noun without saying what it is. The reader has to 
guess what the riddle is about.

Read the example riddle about a habitat on the 
following slide. A habitat is an area where certain 
animals live. 

Can you spot any common exception words? Circle 
them. 



This place is warm, bright, and wet. 

Over here, it rains daily. 

The largest one is the Amazon in South 

America.

These habitats are found on the islands such as 

Borneo, New Guinea and Indonesia. 

Plants grow so thick that very little light reaches 

the ground.

Soft leaves and fruit can be found in the trees.

Many animals like the flying lemur have found 

ways to travel from one treetop to the next 

without having to travel across the ground by 

swinging, jumping, flying, or gliding.

Where is this?



Tropical rainforest



Now it’s your turn to write a riddle about a 
habitat. Choose a habitat from MONDAY’S SLIDES. 
Read the information to help you write the riddle. 

Your riddle should have eight sentences about the 
habitat and end with another sentence saying 
‘Where is this?’ It should also include at least four 
common exception words. Use the success criteria 
to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include four common exception words.

• Include some place names.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



_____ will find scattered trees.
It ______ hot all year round, but rainy in the summer.
Sunlight reaches ______ ground in the day.
______ are plants and grass everywhere.
Lions, hyenas and leopards _____ unfriendly.
For a human, it may _____ very unsafe.

is      are       the       there        be         you

Most Accessible Challenge

Fill in the gaps with the correct common exception words.



Friday 10th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To include the suffix ‘ed’ in a 
narrative.







We have read and completed lots of work on 
the story, ‘The Snail and the Whale’. Now we 
are going to think about when the whale got 
washed up on the beach. However, we will 
read a twist to the rest of the story, in the 

story, ‘The Storm Whale’. 

Watch the video entitled: The Storm Whale
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNc4jUzg

228 Watch until 1 minute and 42 seconds.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNc4jUzg228


We will rewrite this narrative beginning with 
the whale getting washed up on the beach up 

up until Noi doing everything he could to make 
the whale feel at home. Read the example on 
the next page. Underline all the words with an 

‘ed’ suffix.



Noi lived with his dad and six cats by the sea. Every day, Noi’s dad 
left early for a long day’s work on his fishing boat. He wouldn’t 
be home again until dark. One night, a great storm had raged 
around their house. In the morning, Noi went down the beach to 
see what had been left behind. As he walked along the shore, he 
spotted something in the distance. As he got closer, Noi could 
not believe his eyes. It was a little whale washed up on the sand. 
Noi wondered what he should do. He knew that it wasn’t good 
for a whale to be out of the water. I must be quick he thought. 
Noi did everything he could to make the whale feel at home. 



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of this part of the 
narrative. Use the success criteria and word mat to help you. 
Include words with the ‘ed’ suffix. 



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of 
people, places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include four words with the ‘ed suffix’.

• Include the ‘ing’ suffix ending.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Noi lived     sea    Every day   left     early      work      fishing    
boat   wouldn’t     home     again     until      one   night great      
raged around      their      house   morning beach     behind. 
walked      along       shore     spotted      something distance 
closer      could       believe      eyes     little      whale     washed. 
wondered      should     knew     wasn’t    out      water   quick 
thought      everything      could     make



Most Accessible Challenge

Fill in the gaps with the correct ‘ed’ suffix words.

walked     spotted      lived        raged       washed

Noi ______with his dad and six cats by the sea.

A great storm had _______ around their house.

He _______something in the distance.

He ________ along the shore.

It was a little whale _______ up on the sand.


